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LOT #

Auction Policies1

1st appearance of the new X-Men: Storm (1st), Nightcrawler (1st),
Colossus (1st), Thunderbird (1st), Wolverine (3rd). VG+ condition.

Giant-Size X-Men #1 (1975)/1st New Team!2

1968 playset with box. This appears to be complete or very close
too it. The clips are included. This is assembled to show detail.
Please note that a few of the tabs on the windows and support
pieces are broken, but this does not affect set up or display. The
light is not working, but the battery compartment is clear. Original
instruction sheet is included. Box has wear with torn box flaps as
pictured.

Major Matt Mason Space Station w/Box3

1st appearance and origin of Captain Cold. 2nd appearance of the
Flash, Barry Allen. GD to GD+ range.

Showcase #8 (1957) 1st Captain Cold/2nd Flash!4

Premiere issue of Superman spin-off featuring Jimmy Olsen and
Superman. GD+ condition.

Superman's Pal Jimmy Olsen #1 (1954)5

Lot includes #1-5,7,8,11,14-19 and 23. #1 features a Masters of
the Universe 16-page preview inside. FN+/VF to VF range.

Supergirl (1982) Group of (15) #1-236

This is the first ongoing Black Panther solo title and features the
1st team appearance of the Collectors: Abner Little and Princess
Zanda. NM condition.

Black Panther #1 (1977)/Jack Kirby7

12 figure 2021 San Diego Comic Con exclusive set. DC Universe
Classics Legion of Super-Heroes complete figure set still sealed in
the original packaging.

DC Universe Classics Legion of Super-Heroes Set8

#25 (VG condition) is the 1st appearance of Deathlok, Luther
Manning. This was also the first published artwork for Marvel by
George Perez, interior two-page backup story. #26 and #27 are the
2nd and 3rd appearance of Deathlok. Overall VG/VG+ condition.

Astonishing Tales #25/26/27 1st Deathlok!9

LOT #

1st full appearance of Jason Todd. 3rd full appearance of Killer
Croc. VF+/NM- condition with minor damage to corners of back
cover.

Detective Comics #525/1st Jason Todd!10

1980 figure. Sealed in original package. The bubble is securely
attached to the card.  This package has moderate wear including
bubble denting, color breaks, price tag residue and some creasing
as pictured.

Star Wars Yoda Empire Strikes Back Figure11

Includes many first appearances. Please read the full description.
#2-5,7-14,16,19,23,-29,31,33,35,36,37,39-44,47,51-64,67,72 and
Annuals #1,3 and 4. #23 is the 1st appearance of Felicity Smoak.
#24 is the 1st appearance of Blue Devil, a 16-page original story
preceding Blue Devil #1. #28 is the 1st appearance of Slipknot.
#35 is the 1st appearance of Weasel. #23 is FN+/VF, #35 is FN+,
and the lot is overall FN to FN+/VF condition.

Firestorm Group of (52) #2-72 + Annuals #1/3/412

From the Power of the Force series. New in sealed package.
Star Wars Rancor and Luke Skywalker Figure Set13

7 early series figures with accessories as pictured.  Nice shape with
little playwear.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Figure Lot14

Includes Jimmy Olsen #22,52,60,62,63,67,70,71 and Lois Lane
#41 and 39. Jimmy Olsen # 70 is the debut of Silver Kryptonite.
Silver Kryptonite later appears in Superman/Batman #46 with
THC/hallucinogenic effects. Overall GD to VG- with one copy in
Fair condition.

Jimmy Olsen/Lois Lane Lot of (10) Silver Age DC15

3rd appearance of the Punisher. VG condition.
Amazing Spider-Man #135/Early Punisher!16

This lot features vintage accessories, weapons, uniforms and the
footlocker carry case as pictured. Overall moderate playwear as
pictured.

G.I. Joe Vintage 12" Uniforms/Accessories/Footlock17
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#185,187,189-196, and 198-200. #200 is the 1st team appearance
of the Outsiders: Batman, Black Lightning, Halo, Geoforce, Katana
and Metamorpho. #200 is FN+. Lot is overall VG to Fan+.

Brave and the Bold Group of (13) #185-200/1st Outs18

8 vintage Masters of the Universe figures in a vintage collector's
case! Eight figures in all, all complete, featuring the Evil Horde and
the Snake Men. Includes a selection of mini-comics that came with
the original figures. Figures are in overall good condition with
functional action features and light playwear as pictured. Case is in
good condition with minor staining, fraying, and fading on exterior
and some cracks in the figure trays. You get all pictured.

Masters of the Universe Figures & Collector Case19

3 DVD Commemorative sets. You get all pictured. These sets did
not come with DVDs and say as such on the packages. New in
sealed packages.

Star Wars Saga Action Figure Multi-Packs Lot20

In issue #96, High Evolutionary evolves himself through his own
technology and merges with the eternal cosmos returning to a
physical form in Marvel Premiere #1 (1972). #98 is the 1st cameo
appearance of Lord Seth, an Atlantean ally of Namor. GD+ to
VG/VG+ range.

Tales to Astonish #94/96/97/98 High Evolutionary21

Cover art by Bill Everett. "Cry Danger!", script by Don Rico, pencils
by Al Williamson, inks by Ralph Mayo; Jann helps a hunter recover
his nerve. "Fields of Gold" text story. "Jungle Vengeance!", script
by Don Rico, pencils by Al Williamson, inks by Ralph Mayo; Jann
rescues a local police officer from a man who can hypnotize
animals and is bent on revenge. "Midnight Marauder!", script by
Don Rico, art by Don Heck; A crooked trader misleads everyone
about the location of a man-eating tiger; He plans to drive the
natives off their land an drill for oil. Cliff learns of the plan and kills
the tiger. "Menace of the Swamps!", script by Don Rico, art by Syd
Shores; Crocodiles protect a giant carnivorous plant from leopard
attack. "Fangs of the Black Orchid!", script by Don Rico, pencils by
Al Williamson, inks by Ralph Mayo; Jann and Pat rescue an
unscrupulous plant collector form a giant carnivorous orchid.
Mickey Mantle Goes to bat for "Billy Bikeless" ad. VG- condition.

Jann of the Jungle #16/Atlas 1957/Everett Cover22

Giant-Size #1 is the 1st appearance of Nuklo and Bova, the second
team appearance of the Invaders and the deaths of the Whizzer
and Miss America. Giant-Size #2 is the death of Swordsman, the
origin of Rama-Tut and Mantis is revealed to be the Celestial
Madonna. Lot if overall VG+, including keys.

Giant-Size Avengers #1/2/3/ Keys!23

Includes the last issue. Lot includes
#286,289-291,294-297,299,301-304,308,310,315-325,327-337,341,
342,344-349,351,353,354 (last issue) and Annuals #1,3 and 4.

Legion of Super-Heroes Group of (50)#286-35424

LOT #
VG/FN to FN+/VF- range.

This is in overall good structural condition. The motor works fine.
The spark action is not working and Rex Mars is present, but will
need to be set back on track to pop in and out of the vehicle. A
wind-up key does not come with the toy.

Marx Rex Mars Planet Patrol Vintage Wind-Up Toy25

(2) 12 inch dolls from the Wizard of Oz Pink Label Barbie series.
New in sealed packages.

Wizard of Oz Glinda/Wicked Witch Barbie Dolls26

4 Silver Age issues. GD to VG range.
World's Finest #127/131/133/13427

Vintage figure with box, instruction sheet and all of the weapons
and accessories pictured. The toy and accessories are in overall
nice shape. The box has wear with corner splitting as pictured.

Marx Sam Cobra Figure w/Box28

4 figures from the Brood series. Captain America, Bucky, Black
Knight and Hydra Soldier. New in sealed packages.

Marvel Legends Action Figure Lot29

Includes
#278,279,284,287-294,297-299,301-306,308-313,315-317, and
319-323 (last issue). VG to FN+ range.

World's Finest Group of (34) #278-323 (Last Issue)30

Included are issues #178-182,188,189 and 224. Issue #180 is the
1st appearance and origin of Steve Rogers as Nomad. #178 is the
1st appearance of Roscoe Simons, later becomes the new Captain
America, briefly. #181 is the 1st appearance of Roscoe Simons as
the new Captain America. #180 is FN+, lot is overall is VG/FN to
FN+.

Captain America Group of (8) #178-224/1st Nomad31

7 cars with carry case. The cars have varied wear as pictured. A
few have bent axles. The case is complete, but has playwear as
pictured.

Vintage Hot Wheels Redline Cars with Carry Case32

Science Fiction stories. Published by Charlton. Pre-Spider-Man
Steve Ditko work! GD+/VG- overall.

Out of This World #6 + #7 (1957/58) Steve Ditko33

Jabba's Palace (Target Exclusive) and Jabba's Sail Barge (Toys R
Us Exclusive). New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Episode VI Galactic Heroes Figure Sets34

This is one of the harder to find toys from the Major Matt Mason
series. The toy is  overall good shape with moderate playwear as
pictured.

Rare Astro-Nautilus Major Matt Mason Alien Figure35

Includes #1-3,5-24,26-28,30,33-37,39-41,43,46 (last issue) and
Annuals #1 and 2. #1 is the 2nd appearance and origin of The

Batman and the Outsiders Group of (39) #1-46 + Ann36

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Outsiders. #1 is FN+/VF-, lot is overall FN- to FN+.

10 vintage vehicles. Overall good shape with varied playwear as
pictured.

Matchbox Vintage Die-Cast Vehicle Lot37

#8 has a reprint of The Marvel Family #1 (1945), the first
appearance of Black Adam. #12 is a 100 Page Giant. #8 is FN,
#12 is VG/FN, and the lot is overall VG to FN.

Shazam! #5/6/8/9/12 1st Black Adam38

4 Silver Age issues. GD+/VG condition.
World's Finest #115/125/126/12939

3 16mm film reels with what we believe are 30 second
commercials for Baby Feel So Real and Fashion Candi. These
reels are untested, but physical inspection shows that they are in
good condition.

Mego Toys (1980) 16mm Film Commercial Reels40

Included are issues #5,7,9,10 and 11. Early 1960s. Published by
Archie Comics. Overall VG- to VG+, #9 is Fair with loose cover.

Adventures of the Jaguar Silver Age Lot of (5)41

#1,2,4,6,710, and 13-16. #14 is the Origin of Suicide Squad and
Amanda Waller. #14 is VF, lot is overall FN to VF- range.

Secret Origins Group of (10) #1-16/Suicide Squad O42

6 figures from the Comic series. You get all pictured. New in sealed
packages.

G.I. Joe Comic Series Action Figure Lot43

Late Golden Age/Silver Age issues. GD to VG- range.
World's Finest #79/82/98/11244

#169 is the 1st cameo appearance of Moonstone. Most are VG to
FN-, with a few that would grade closer to GD.

Captain America #156/165/169/175/176/17745

6 new in package Star Wars/Star Trek (Enterprise) figures, a large
scale Darth Vader Pez dispenser and a loose Worf toy. Overall nice
shape. You get all pictured.

Star Wars/Star Trek Modern Era Toy Lot46

Both figure sets in the series are included from the New Hope
series in 2002. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Trash Compactor Figure Sets #1 + #247

#507,530-532,534-536,538-540,542-547,549-558,560,562-565,567
-572,574-580,582, and 584-590. VG+ to FN range.

Action Comics Group of (52) #507-59048

13 vintage vehicles. Overall good shape with varied playwear as
pictured.

Matchbox Vintage Die-Cast Vehicle Lot49

Superboy learns how to fly in issue #69. GD+ to VG overall.
Superboy #50/61/69/105/10650

LOT #

4 figures from the Brood series. Cyclops, Marvel Girl, Danger and
Hydra Soldier. New in sealed packages.

Marvel Legends Action Figure Lot51

#110 is the 2nd appearance of John Stewart. #113 is the 1st
appearance of Sandy the Golden Boy with sand-based powers.
#110 is GD+, #113 is VG, and the lot is overall GD/VG to VG/FN-.

Justice League of America #110/112/113/114/11752

This vintage toy works! It comes with everything pictured including
the instructions and decal sheet. It does not appear that the decals
have been applied, but the decals look to lack adhesive and some
are missing. The box has the original cardboard insert and has
moderate to heavy shelf wear as pictured.

Major Matt Mason Uni-Tred Space Hauler w/Box53

Includes
#10,13,14,20,21,23-26,29-32,34,36,39-43,45,47,53-58,63,65-67
and Annual #3. #47 is the origin of Dr. Fate and has a Todd
McFarlane cover. #25 is the 1st team appearance of Infinity Inc:
Brainwave Jr., Fury, Jade, Northwind, Nuklon, Obsidian, Silver
Scarab. #23 is the 1st appearance and origin of Amazing Man, Will
Everett. #67 is the last issue. #23 is FN, #25 is VG/FN, #47 is
FN+, and the run is overall VG to FN.

All-Star Squadron Group of (33) #10-67 w/Keys54

From the Power of the Force series. New in sealed package.
Star Wars Bantha and Tusken Raider Figure Set55

Included are issues #18,22,23,24,27 and 30. Early 1960s.
Published by Archie Comics. GD to VG- overall.

Adventures of the Fly Silver Age Lot of (6)56

8 vintage Masters of the Universe figures in a vintage collector's
case! Eight figures in all, complete except for Battle Armor Skeletor
(action feature broken, missing power sword), Beast Man (missing
whip). Includes a selection of mini-comics that came with the
original figures. Figures are in overall good condition with functional
action features and light playwear as pictured. Case is in good
condition with minor staining, fraying, and fading on exterior and
some cracks in the figure trays. You get all pictured.

Masters of the Universe Figures & Collector Case57

Purchase of the Droids and Yavin 4 Medal Ceremony. Both are
Toys R Us Exclusives. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Episode VI Galactic Heroes Figure Sets58

#153 is the 1st appearance of William Burnside as Captain
America and the 1st cameo appearance of Jack Monroe as Bucky
Barnes. #154 is the 1st full appearance of Jack Monroe as Bucky
Barnes, later becomes Nomad. #155 is the origin of Jack Monroe
and William Burnside. #107 is the 1st appearance of Doctor
Faustus. GD+ overall.

Captain America #107/153/154/155 Key Bucky59

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Includes #27-32,34,37-45,and 48-52. VG+ to FN+/VF- range.
Superboy (1980s) Group of (21) #27-5260

Included are the Roy Rogers and Dale Evans Cut-Out Dolls set
with folder (most of the cut-out have been punched, but are in nice
shape), A November 1948 Screen Stories magazine (Roy
Rogers/Dale Evans cover), (2) Rex Allen and Koko color
promotional pictures and a picture of Roy Rogers and Trigger that
must have come from a looseleaf folder or something similar.

Vintage Cowboy/Western Collectibles Lot61

#134 features a Flash/Captain Cold/Elongated Man cover. #136
features a classic Mirror Master cover. #134 is VG+, #136 is VG.

Flash #134 + #136/Captain Cold62

Super rare Batman Robin Member Ring Club Vari-Vue DC
Batmobile Vending Machine Display Card. This measures about 5
1/8" by 4 1/4". It is marked Vari-Vue PAT NO 2,815,310 Mount
Vernon, NY on the back. The front is in excellent condition. The
back shows a few spots as pictured.

Rare 1966 Batman Vari-Vue Vending Machine Display63

Included are: Metal Men #2, Challengers of the Unknown #8 and
47, Tales of the Unexpected #71, Our Army at War #104, Star
Spangled War Stories #47 and Blackhawk #152,166,175 and 186.
Fair+ to VG+ range.

DC Silver Age Comic Lot of (10)64

Figure and uniform. Overall good shape with moderate wear. The
figure has been stripped down to provide visual condition details.
The joints are in nice shape for posing.

G.I. Joe Atomic Man Mike Power Figure65

10 comics. Includes #18,21-23,28,29,3133,37 and Annual #2.
Annual #2 is the 1st appearance of Vigilante in costume. #21 is the
1st appearance of Brother Blood, Mother Mayhem, Baron Winters
and the 1st cameo appearance of The Monitor, voice only. Annual
#2 is FN+, #21 is FN+, and the lot is overall FN to FN+.

New Teen Titans Lot/1st Vigilante/Brother Blood66

In issue #105, Madame MacEvil becomes Moondragon. This is the
1st cover appearance and origin of Moondragon, daughter of Drax
and the issue has a one panel appearance by Thanos. #113 and
114 are the 1st cameo and full appearance of Death-Stalker. #115
includes an advertisement for Incredible Hulk #181. #105 is GD
with moisture damage, #115 is VG/FN, and the lot is overall
VG/FN- to FN+.

Daredevil #105/112/113/114/115/116 Moondragon!67

#133 is the 2nd appearance and first cover of Abra Kadabra. #130
is GD+ and #133 is VG.

Flash #130 + #133/2nd Abra Kadabra68

LOT #

5 deluxe packaged figures. You get all pictured. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars Deluxe/Electronic F/X Figure Lot69

Figures include Callisto, Major Matt Mason, Sgt. Storm and Doug
Davis. The command console does not talk or light up and some
corrosion is present in the battery compartment and around it. Also
included are some accessories and small vehicles. Some playwear
as pictured.

Major Matt Mason Command Console w/Figures70

10 different figures. You get all pictured. New in sealed packages.
Star Wars POTF Green Card Figure Lot71

Includes #42,43,46,49,51,53-56,58,61-65,67,69,72-77,79-83,85,91
and Annual #4. #43 is the 1st full appearance of Jericho. FN to
FN+/VF- range.

Tales of the New Teen Titans Group of (31) #42-9172

6 comics. Included is The Avenger #2 (1955), Classics Illustrated
#124 (War of the Worlds/1955), The Story of Ruth (Dell Movie
Classic) and the Gold Key Phantom issues #2,3 and 5. GD- to VG-
range.

Golden/Silver Age Comic Lot73

Giant-Size #3 is the 1st appearance of Korvac. Giant-Size #1 has
untold stories of the Hulk, Silver Surfer, Doctor Strange and
Sub-Mariner and a two-page pin-up included. #1 is FN, #3 is FN-.

Giant-Size Defenders #1 + #3/1st Korvac74

This lot contains 1966 Batman Tru-Vue film cards, Mego Pocket
Superheroes, A Spider-Man Secret Wars Digital Quartz Watch in
package, and more! You get all pictured. Varied play wear.

1960s to 1980s Toys/Collectibles Lot75

7 figures from the Saga Collection series. New in sealed packages.
Star Wars Saga Collection Figure Lot76

4 figures. The removable limb C-3PO is in superb condition and his
bag is still sealed in the original baggie. The 3 other figures have
light to moderate playwear.

Star Wars Vintage Action Figure Lot77

Includes #201,-206,208-211,213-216,218,219,224 and Annuals
#1-3. #201 is the 1st appearance of Kilowog. #201 is VG+/FN, lot if
overall VG+ to FN.

Green Lantern Group of (20) #201-224/1st Kilowog78

#128 is the 1st appearance of Abra Kadabra. #129 is the 1st team
appearance of the Justice Society of America in the Silver Age, the
1st appearance of the Golden Age Green Lantern, Alan Scott in the
Silver Age and the first team-up of the Golden Flash, Jay Garrick
and the Silver Age Flash, Barry Allen. #128 is VG and #129 is VG+
.

Flash #128 + #129 Key Issues!79

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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6 new in sealed package figures with clamshell protective cases.
Star Wars Original Trilogy Collection Figure Lot80

#2 has an unofficial crossover appearance of the Green Lantern,
passed out under the table after drinking yellow chamomile tea
(yellow being a weakness to the Green Lanterns). #5 is the origin
of Silver Dagger and has a bondage cover. #2 is VG/FN, #5 is FN,
and the lot is overall VG+ to FN condition.

Doctor Strange #2/3/4/5/6 (1974)81

3 vintage figures. The Joker and Penguin have good joints and
their costumes are in pretty good shape. Penguin is missing a
shoe. The Riddler has loose waist/upper leg joints and he is
missing a hand. His costume has some spotting and otherwise
moderate wear. Also included is the back drop to an unknown
vintage playset/game.

Mego Penguin/Joker/Riddler Figures82

6 figures from the Cartoon series. You get all pictured. New in
sealed packages.

G.I. Joe Cartoon Series Action Figure Lot83

#185 is the origin of John Stewart. #188 is the 1st appearance of
Mogo, a living planet and a Green Lantern. #195 features Guy
Gardner as the Green Lantern. FN to FN+ range.

Green Lantern #185-190/193/195-198/20084

10 comics. Highlights include: Cracked Magazine #2 (cover loose),
Pep #153 (1962 Archie Martian/Aliens cover art by Bob White.),
Mysteries of Unexplored Worlds #1 (Charlton, 1956) as well as
Solar #5, Space Man #3, Turok #17 (missing 1st & last pages),
Looney tunes #224, Fightin' Army #20, Tarzan #128 and #136.
Overall Fair to VG-.

Silver Age Comic Lot of (10)85

4 vintage figures. The accessories and outfits pictured come with
this lot. Varied wear. The joints on the figure are in overall nice
shape for posing. The Lone Ranger does have a loose waist/upper
leg joints. Playwear as pictured.

Big Jim/Mego Fonzie/Lone Ranger More Figures86

Vintage Tonka Allied Vans Moving Truck (15 inches long) and
Ny-Lint (13")/Tonka (8.5") bulldozers. Overall good shape
structurally with varied surface wear as pictured.

Ny-Lint/Tonka Pressed Steel/Metal Toy Lot87

Lot includes #4,5,14,22,25-28 and #30. Team-ups with the X-Men,
Sub-Mariner, Hawkeye, Hulk, Falcon and more. VG to FN+
condition overall.

Marvel Team-Up Group of (9) #4-3088

Vintage Masters of the Universe figures in a vintage collector's
case! Includes  Battle Armor He-Man (complete ) and Battle Armor
Skeletor (missing sword) as well as Mega Laser, Stilt Stalkers, and
Weapons Pak accessories AND the contents of the Castle

Masters of the Universe Figures, Accessories & Col89

LOT #
Grayskull Weapons Rack. Both figures come with their original
mini-comics. Figures are in overall good condition with functional
action features and light playwear as pictured. Case is in good
condition with minor staining, fraying, and fading on exterior and
some cracks in the figure trays. You get all pictured.

Includes #151,153-162,164-166,168,171,173,175,177,178,and
180-184. In issue #182, John Stewart becomes the new Green
Lantern after Hal quits in issue #181. #173 is the 1st appearance of
Javelin. #173 is FN+/VF-, #182 is FN, and the lot is overall FN- to
FN+.

Green Lantern Group of (25) #151-18490

Late Golden Age issues with Jack Cole art. #62 is GD-, #56 is a
Filler copy with missing centerfold (story/art affected).

Plastic Man #56 + #62 (1955/1956)91

7 figures from the Freeze Frame Power of the Force series. New in
sealed packages.

Star Wars POTF Freeze Frame Figure Lot92

#23 is the 1st appearance of the Tattooed Man, Abel Tarrant. #22
is VG, #23 is FN-.

Green Lantern #22 + #23/1st Tattooed Man93

22 inch metal toy. This comes with 4 horse figurines and some
plastic fencing. The vehicle has moderate playwear including some
plastic cracking, scuffing and surface rusting as pictured.

Structo 1960s Vista Dome Horse Van w/Horses94

2 issues before the first appearance of Fin Fang Foom, some
consider Grogg! to be a prototype or at least some relation to Fin
Fang Foom. Jack Kirby cover and interior art. Stories by Stan Lee
and Larry Lieber. Ulysses Bloodstone speculated that Grogg was a
member of the same alien species as Fin Fang Foom, but neither
he nor his daughter Elsa were able to find conclusive proof.
GD/GD+ condition.

Strange Tales #87/Marvel Fin Fang Foom Prototype?95

22 comics. 5 complete 4-part limited series and (2) Sword of the
Atom Specials. Includes Superman: The Secret Years, Sword of
the Atom, The Shadow War of Hawkman, Jonni Thunder, and
Shazam: The New Beginning. Jonni Thunder #1 is her first
appearance. VG to FN range.

DC Copper Age Limited Series/Specials Sets Lot96

Escape From Mos Eisley and Slave I and Boba Fett sets. New in
sealed packages.

Star Wars Episode IV + V Galactic Heroes Figure Se97

9 vintage vehicles. Overall good shape with varied playwear as
pictured.

Matchbox Vintage Die-Cast Vehicle Lot98

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Hasbro, 1993. New in package. Tape seal is broken on top and
bottom, but the figure is still new on card inside.

Nightmare Before Christmas 1993 Santa Puppet99

1st appearance and origin of Dr. Polaris. VG condition.
Green Lantern #21/1st Dr. Polaris100

viewer with box and 15 film reels. Subjects includes Hollywood
Personalities, Blondie, Little Orphan Annie, Military and Travel.
Overall nice shape. The Tru-Vue library case has some wear and
tear as pictured.

Tru-Vue Vintage Film Viewer w/15 Reels in Box!101

Includes
#370,371,373,376,377,380-385,390,391,394-396,398-441,417,418,
420,423, Annuals #9,12 and Specials #1-3. #423 is a classic story
written by Alan Moore "Whatever Happened to the Man Tomorrow"
part 1. This issue also features the 1st cameo appearance of
Jonathan Elliot, the super-powered son of Superman and Lois in an
alternate reality where the Clark Kent identity was revealed and
changed to Jordan Elliot. #423 is FN, lot is overall VG+ to FN.

Superman Group of (42) #370-423 (Last Issue)+ More102

#67 is the debut of new Sub-Mariner costume. #70 is the 1st
appearance of Piranha. #72 is the last issue and the 2nd
appearance of the algae creature that appeared in DC's Aquaman
#56 (1972). This is also a secret DC/Marvel crossover issue - see
Aquaman #56 for details. #67 is VG+/FN, the lot is overall GD+ to
VG+.

Sub-Mariner (Namor) #55/65/67/70/71/72103

6 figures from various modern series. You get all pictured. New in
sealed packages.

G.I. Joe Modern Action Figure Lot104

7 different vehicles. You get all pictured. Overall good shape with
varied playwear.

Corgi Toys Vintage Die-Cast Vehicle Lot105

4 Silver Age issues. GD+/VG condition.
Tales to Astonish #85/86/87/89106

10 figures. 5 Clone Troopers and 5 Wookie Warriors. New in
sealed packages.

Star Wars Revenge of the Sith Figure Lot107

13 comics. Includes Superman #1,4,9-11,13,19, Annual #1 and
Man of Steel #1-5. Superman #4 is the 1st appearance of
Bloodsport. #1 is the reintroduction and origin of Metallo. #1 is
VG+/FN, lot is overall VG to FN.

Superman + Man of Steel Comic Lot/1st Bloodsport108

This track set looks to be near complete and comes with a lot of
extra track and pieces from a second or different Ideal sets. There
are a few broken pieces, the car is not functioning and the timer will
need to be tightened and the tab replaced. Otherwise, everything

Ideal Motorific Firebird Stick Shift Racerific 196109

LOT #
else has light to moderate playwear. The box looks good with some
moderate shelf wear.

4 figures from the Ronan the Accuser Build-A-Figure series.
Captain America, Bucky, Black Knight and Hydra Soldier. New in
sealed packages.

Marvel Legends Action Figure Lot110

#18 features a classic Green Lantern/Sinestro cover. VG-/VG
condition.

Green Lantern #18 + #19/Sinestro111

Seaview Atomic Submarine, Aurora Plastic Race Car, Andy Gard
Kennels Plastic truck, train cars and more. You get all pictured.
Varied wear.

Vintage Vehicle/Toy Lot112

Vader's Tie Fighter with Darth Vader and Speeder Bike Chase
(Target exclusive) sets. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Episode IV + VI Galactic Heroes Figure S113

Includes
#291-294,296,298-303,305,307-310,312,313,315,318,323-325,328
and 329. #329 is the marriage of Wonder Woman & Steve Trevor
and the final issue of the 1st series. #.312 is the 1st appearance of
Lyta Trevor aka Lyta Hall, later becomes Fury. #312 is the 1st
appearance of Antiope, twin sister of Hippolyta. #300 is FN+/VF,
#327 is FN+, and the lot is overall FN- to FN+.

Wonder Woman Group of (25) #291-329 w/Keys114

Vintage figure with all of the weapons and accessories pictured.
The figure and accessories are in overall nice shape.

Marx General Custer Vintage Figure w/Accessories115

8 comics. One of the highlights include: Flash #120 (first team up
of Kid Flash and Flash). Also included is Mystery in Space #29
(Dec 1955/Jan 1956), #35, My Greatest Adventure #18, 66 and
World's Finest #89,114 and 124. Overall Fair to GD+ condition.
World's Finest #114 is a Filler copy with missing centerfold
(art/story affected).

DC Golden/Silver Age Lot of (8)116

1974 issue that reprints X-Men #40 with a great George Tuska
Frankenstein's monster cover. FN condition.

X-Men #88 (1974) Frankenstein's Monster117

San Diego Con exclusive Kilowog and DC Universe Artemis
figures. New in sealed packages.

DC Kilowog Movie Masters + Artemis Figures118

1st appearance and origin of Star Sapphire, Carol Ferris.  GD+
condition.

Green Lantern #16/1st Star Sapphire119

Included are issues #328-334,336-344,346,348, and 350. FN to
FN+/VF- range.

Flash Group of (19) #328-350 (Last Issue)120
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LOT #

4 costumes in original boxes. Includes Casper the Friendly Ghost
and The Bat (Collegeville, Large 12-14), and Halco Black Cat and
Spanish Man costumes (Large). The boxes and costumes have
wear as pictured.

1950s/60s Vintage Halloween Costumes Lot121

7 Silver Age DC Comics featuring the talents of Gil Kane and
Carmine Infantino. Filler to GD+ range.

Strange Adventures #78/80/86/88/96/101/104122

9 vintage vehicles. Overall good shape with varied playwear as
pictured.

Matchbox Vintage Die-Cast Vehicle Lot123

The Uni-Tred Space Hauler is battery powered and works. The
Space Bubble attaches to the Hauler. Playwear as pictured.

Major Matt Mason Space Hauler/Bubble Vehicles124

6 figures from the Comic series. You get all pictured. New in sealed
packages.

G.I. Joe Comic Series Action Figure Lot125

Includes #307-309,311-316 and 318-323. #323 (FN condition) is a
classic battle of Flash vs Professor Zoom. FN to FN+ range.

Flash Group of (15) #307-323/Zoom/Flash Battle126

#14 is the 1st appearance and origin of Sonar. Both are in VG-
condition.

Green Lantern #12 +  #14/1st Sonar127

6 early series figures with accessories as pictured.  Nice shape with
little playwear.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Figure Lot128

4 figures from the Ronan the Accuser Build-A-Figure series.
Captain America, Bucky, Black Knight and Hydra Soldier. New in
sealed packages.

Marvel Legends Action Figure Lot129

Batmobile is in good shape with some scuffing and axle rusting.
The figure is in overall good shape, but has a loose left elbow join
and a tattered cape. WE have not removed the boots, but the rest
of the costume appears to not have any rips or tears.

Mego Batman/Batmobile Figure/Vehicle Lot130

#229 is the 1st appearance of the Shade-Thralls, humans who
serve the Dweller In Darkness. #239 is the 1st team appearance of
the Heliopians, ancient Egyptian gods: Horus, Osiris and Isis. #240
is the 1st appearance of Seth in the Modern Age and Mimir, uncle
of Odin. #275 is the 1st appearance of Sigyn, Loki's wife and
Hermod, the Norse god of speed. #229 is FN+, #240 is FN, and
the lot is overall FN to FN+.

Thor #229/230/239/240/275131

Highlights include Annual #2 (VF condition), the 1st team
appearance of Justice League Detroit with first appearances of
Gypsy, Vibe and Steel (Hank Heywood III). #261 is the last issue of

Justice League (1980s) Group of (28) #225-261+Annu132

LOT #
the first series. The lot contains the following
issues:225,228-232,234-241,243,245,247,249,250,252,254-256,25
8-261 and Annuals #2 and 3.  FN to VF overall.

9 comics. Late Golden Age/Early Silver Age comics. Included are:
Astonishing #46 (Atlas, 1956, John Severin cover), T-Man #22
(1955/Quality), Jerry Lewis #73, House of Secrets #5, Strange
Adventures #105, 154, House of Secrets #19, Forbidden Worlds
#56 and Adventures into the Unknown #78. Filler to VG range.

Golden/Silver Age Comic Lot133

#4 is the 1st appearance of Multiple Man. #4 is FN-, #3 is VG+/FN.
Giant-Size Fantastic Four #3 + #4/1st Multiple Man134

8 vintage vehicles. Overall good shape with varied playwear as
pictured.

Matchbox Vintage Die-Cast Vehicle Lot135

10 figures from the Revenge of the Sith series. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars Revenge of the Sith Figure Lot136

1st appearance and origin of Hector Hammond. VG condition.
Green Lantern #5/1st Hector Hamond137

21 comics. #203 is the 1st team appearance of second The Royal
Flush Gang. #220 is the new origin of Black Canary, powers and
identity explained. VG+ to FN+ range.

Justice League of America #201-207/209-222138

5 different vehicles. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and Burago
die-cast Lancia Stratos VSD race car. Vehicles are in nice shape
with some packaging shelf wear as pictured.

Die-Cast Vintage Vehicle Lot w/Packages139

Figure comes new in sealed package with original outer protective
box.

Masters of the Universe Classics He-Man Figure140

Figure accessories and uniforms. Overall good shape with
moderate wear. The figure has been stripped down to provide
visual condition details. The joints are in nice shape for posing.
There are cracks above both knees and some rivet rusting. The
spacesuit zipper works, but could use some oiling.

G.I. Joe Vintage Figure/Accessories Lot141

Cover pencils by Gil Kane, inks by Joe Giella. The Amazing Theft
of the Power Lamp!, script by John Broome, pencils by Gil Kane,
inks by Joe Giella; Drik and Chomin travel to the Plus-Matter
universe from Qward to steal Green Lantern's power battery. The
Leap Year Menace!, script by John Broome, pencils by Gil Kane,
inks by Joe Giella; In an attempt to dodge a marriage proposal
from Carol Ferris, Green Lantern creates a menace with his power
ring to distract her. This menace goes on a rampage and is
stopped by Green Lantern. Shows GD bagged and boarded but
loose cover renders it Filler.

Green Lantern #3 (1960) Gil Kane Cover142
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LOT #

6 figures from various modern series. You get all pictured. New in
sealed packages.

G.I. Joe Modern Action Figure Lot143

15 comics. Includes Legends #1-6, Green Arrow #1-4, Aquaman
#1-4 and Special #1. Legends #3 is the 1st appearance of the New
Suicide Squad. #6 is the 1st team appearance of the Justice
League International. #1 is the 1st appearance of Amanda Waller.
Aquaman #1 is the 1st appearance of Nuada. Green Arrow #1 is
the first Green Arrow solo title and the origin of Speedy. Legends
#3 is VF, overall FN+ to VF.

DC Copper Age Limited Series/Special Sets Lot144

1st appearance of Black Mask. Nm condition.
Batman #386/1st Black Mask145

#107 is the 1st team appearance of The Freedom Fighters: Uncle
Sam, The Ray, Black Condor, Doll Man, Phantom Lady and the
Human Bomb and the 1st appearance of Earth-X, a parallel Earth
where The Third Reich won World War II. #100 is the 1st
appearance of Nebula Man and Lord Havok, Maxwell Lord and the
first meeting of the Golden Age Wonder Woman & the Silver Age
Wonder Woman. #100 is VG+, #107 is FN- with a staple pop, and
#101 is VG+.

Justice League of America #100/101/107146

8 vintage Masters of the Universe figures in a vintage collector's
case! Eight figures in all, all complete (save, perhaps, for caps with
Thunder Punch He-Man). All  Heroic Warriors. Includes a selection
of mini-comics that came with the original figures. Figures are in
overall good condition with functional action features and light
playwear as pictured. Case is in good condition with minor staining,
fraying, and fading on exterior and some cracks in the figure trays.
You get all pictured.

Masters of the Universe Figures & Collector Case147

#122 is the 1st appearance of Wonder Tot. #122 is VG-, #130 is
VG, and #132 is Filler copy with missing Centerfold (story/art
affected).

Wonder Woman #122/130/132 1st Wonder Tot148

3 figures from the Ronan the Annihilus Build-A-Figure series.
Planet Hulk, Ultimate Iron Man and Hercules. New in sealed
packages.

Marvel Legends Action Figure Lot149

#7 (VF condition) is the death of Supergirl. #8 (FN condition) is the
death of Flash, Barry Allen. Overall FN to FN+.

Crisis on Infinite Earths #1-5/7-9 Supergirl/Flash150

4 figures in 2 packages with comic books in each package. Luke
Skywalker, R2-D2, Quinlan Vos and Vilmarh Grahrk. New is sealed
packages.

Star Wars Comic Packs Action Figure Lot151

LOT #

6 figures from the Comic series. You get all pictured. New in sealed
packages.

G.I. Joe Comic Series Action Figure Lot152

5 Silver Age issues. #157  (VG/VG+ condition) is the 1st
appearance of Quex-UI, a Kryptonian poacher.  Overall GD+ to
VG- range.

Superman #157/159/160/161 Annual #5153

Included are 2 cards (one card is convention signed by Lucie Arnaz
and Desi Arnaz Jr.), a Bob Hope/Lucille Ball note pad, A 1953
Cosmopolitan magazine with Lucy cover and a 1985 Lucy doll from
Effanbee. The autographs do not come with certificates of
authenticity, but are believed to be genuine by Back to the Past.

I Love Lucy Collectibles Box Lot154

5 different toys. Please read full description for details. Included is
a battery powered flipping clown. It has been battery tested and
does work. The doghouse has is spring loaded and the dog rolls
out when the door is opened. The Climbing Fireman is a wind-up
toy and it works, but the ladder has issues. The seal is a wind up
and he moves and the ball spins (no key is provided). The Charlie
Weaver bartender has been tested, but is not working. The battery
compartment is clean. Varied playwear as pictured.

Vintage Wind-Up/Battery Powered Toys155

#560,,561,563,565,568,570-574 and 576. #476 features Todd
McFarlane cover art. #570 has cover art by Alan Davis featuring
the Joker and Catwoman. #572 has a guest appearance of
Sherlock Holmes. #576 is VF+, #560 is VF, lot is overall VF to
NM-.

Detective Comics Group of (11) #560-576156

You get all pictured. Matchbox, Aviva, Johnny Lightning, Imperial
and more. Overall good shape with varied playwear.

Vintage Vehicle/Toy Lot157

#154 features an cover and story appearance by Mr. Mxyzptlk.
#156 features Supergirl and Krypto on the cover. Filler to VG
range.

Superman #125/152/154/155/156158

Both toys still move! The Space Cannon does not light up. Average
playwear as pictured.

Major Matt Mason Firebolt Space Cannon/Crawler159

#226 is the 2nd appearance of Firelord. #228 is the origin of Ego
the Living Planet. #217 is the 1st appearance of Krista, a Valkyrie.
#247 is FN, #226 is FN+/VF, #228 is VF, and the rest are overall
VG+ to FN+/VF-.

Thor #204/205/217/226/227/228 2nd Firelord160

5 vehicles with a 1970 edition catalog. Some playwear as pictured.
Matchbox Superfast Die-Cast Vehicle Lot w/Catalog161
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LOT #

#541,544-548,550,552,555,556 and 559. #546 is the 1st
appearance of Onyx Adams, a member of the League of
Assassins. #546 is FN+, overall FN to FN+ range.

Detective Comics Group of (12) #541-559/1st Onyx162

Figure comes new in sealed package with original outer protective
box.

Masters of the Universe Classics Catra Figure163

#7 is the first team-up of Hawkman and The Atom. #7 is VG/VG+,
#4-5 are VG-/VG.

The Atom #4/5/7 1st Hawkman Team-up164

6 vehicles. The cars have varied wear as pictured. A couple have
bent axles.

Vintage Hot Wheels Redline Cars165

#3 is the 1st appearance and origin of Chronos. #2 is Fair, #3 is
GD+.

The Atom #2 + #3/1st Chronos166

#150 is the marriage of Quicksilver & Crystal. #155 is a partial
origin of Silver Surfer and Shalla-Bal. #150 is FN+, #157 is VF-,
#155 is FN, and the lot is overall FN to VF.

Fantastic Four #150-156/Quicksilver+Crystal Weddin167

Included are issues #526,528,529,531, and 533-539. #526 (FN-
condition) is Batman's 500th appearance in Detective Comics
(pin-up poster by Bob Kane included). Overall FN- to FN.

Detective Comics Group of (11) #526-539/Anniversar168

1st appearance of the Plant Master, later becomes the Floronic
Man in Flash #245. VG-/VG condition with spine roll.

The Atom #1/1st Plant Master (1962) DC169

4 vintage figures. Overall good condition with varied playwear.
Star Wars Vintage Action Figure Lot170

10 different figures. You get all pictured. New in sealed packages.
Star Wars POTF Green Card Figure Lot171

This set appears to be missing a car, but looks complete or nearly
complete. 12 pieces of curved track and 6 straight pieces (one with
a lap counter) are included along with trestles, controllers, one car,
guardrails, a powerpack and more. This set is untested and we did
not set it up, but the powerpack does hum when plugged in The
box is in good shape with some visible shelf wear.

Marx International Sports Car Race Track Set172

3rd appearance of the Atom. VG condition.
Showcase #36/3rd Atom DC (1962)173

#523 is the 1st cameo appearance of Killer Croc. #523 is VF, lot is
overall FN to FN+/VF-.

Detective Comics #512-517/519/522/523 1st Killer C174

LOT #

#129 has a Kang cover and is the 1st appearance of Amenhotep.
#131 is the 1st team appearance of Legion of the Unliving:
Frankenstein's Monster, Wonder Man, Human Torch, Baron Zemo,
Midnight, The Ghost, Swordsman. #129 is FN-, lot is overall FN to
VF-.

Avengers #129/130/131/132/139 Kang!175

10 figures from the Attack of the Clones series. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars Attack of the Clones Figure Lot176

Metal case playset with figures and accessories as pictured. Case
and figures are in overall good shape with some playwear as
pictured.

Marx Fort Apache Metal Playset w/Figures177

Figure comes new in sealed package with original outer protective
box.

Masters of the Universe Classics Clawful Figure178

#38 and #39 are the 2nd and 3rd appearance of Metal Men. #39 is
the first appearance of Chemo. #38 is VG, #39 is Fair/GD.

Showcase #38 + #39/Early Metal Men/1st Chemo179

#7 is the 1st appearance of Barbara Ann Minerva (Cheetah). #9 is
the 1st appearance and origin of Barbara Minerva as the third
Cheetah. #1 features the origin of Wonder Woman with a
wraparound cover with George Perez art. #18 is the reintroduction
of Circe with new origin, final panel appearance. #1 is VF-, #7 is
FN+, #9 is FN+/VF-, #18 is FN+/VF, and everything else is overall
FN to VF-.

Wonder Woman #1-4/7/9/18 1st New Cheetah180

Early 1960s. Includes original box. This looks to be near or possibly
complete. We have battery tested the oven, but it is not working
(battery compartment is clean). Includes many, many pieces as
pictured. Overall nice shape with some playwear as pictured.

Deluxe Reading Dream Kitchen/Barbie 1960s181

Includes issue #s 405,416,426-428.430,432, and 437-441. #432 is
the 1st appearance of Toyman, Jack Nimball. #440 is the first
artwork on Green Arrow by Mike Grell. #432 is FN+, #440 is FN+,
and the lot is overall FN to FN+/VF- with a few as low as VG.

Action Comics Group of (12) #405-441 1st Toyman182

6 figures from various modern series. You get all pictured. New in
sealed packages.

G.I. Joe Modern Action Figure Lot183

Vintage figure with all of the weapons and accessories pictured.
The figure and accessories are in overall nice shape.

Marx Chief Cherokee Figure w/Accessories184

#36 (GD- condition) is the 1st appearance of Shadow Thief. #44
(VG- condition with bottom staple pop at front cover) has a classic
Joe Kubert cover.

Brave and the Bold #36 + #44/Hawkman/1st Shadow-Th185
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LOT #

Includes #400-403,405-407,411,412,413 and 421. #404-406 are
parts 2-4 of Year One. #412 is the 1st appearance of the Mime.
#400 features cover art by Bill Sienkiewicz with an intro by Stephen
King. #400 is VF-, #405 is FN+/VF-, #406 is FN+, #407 is FN, and
the lot is overall FN to VF.

Batman Group of (11) #400-421/Year One186

7 vintage vehicles. Overall good shape with varied playwear as
pictured.

Matchbox Vintage Die-Cast Vehicle Lot187

Carmine Infantino covers with Gardner Fox stories. #46 is VG-,
#47 is VG.

Brave and the Bold #46 + #47/Strange Sports188

8 vintage Masters of the Universe figures in a vintage collector's
case! Eight figures in all, all complete. Saurod's back switch is
broken but functional, his gun is broken in half as well. A highlight
here is the Horde Trooper, tech spear intact and break away torso
intact. Includes a selection of mini-comics that came with the
original figures. Figures are in overall good condition with functional
action features and light playwear as pictured. Case is in good
condition with minor staining, fraying, and fading on exterior and
some cracks in the figure trays. You get all pictured.

Masters of the Universe Figures & Collector Case189

#303 is the 1st appearance and origin of Matter-Eater Lad. #308 is
the 1st appearance of Lightning Lass.#306 is the 1st team
appearance of Legion of Substitute Heroes: Fire Lad, Polar Lad,
Stone Boy, Night Girl, Chlorophyll Kid. GD+ to VG range.

Adventure Comics #303/306/308/311/312 Key 1sts!190

7 figures from the Freeze Frame Power of the Force series. New in
sealed packages.

Star Wars POTF Freeze Frame Figure Lot191

#395 is the 1st appearance of Film Freak, a villain obsessed with
movies. VF to VF+/NM- range.

Batman #380-385/391/393-399192

Planet of the Apes Dr. Zaius bank (no stopper), Super Powers and
DC Super Heroes figures, Clash of the Titans figures, Jack in the
Box restaurant mascot rubber toy, 1980s G.I. Joe weapons and a
plastic horse. Overall nice shape with some playwear as pictured.

1960s to 1980s Toys/Collectibles Lot193

#125 was the final monthly issue written by Stan Lee before taking
the role of Publisher for Marvel. #142 is the 1st appearance of
Darkoth the Demon. Overall GD/VG to FN, with a few grading on
the lower side of GD thanks to moisture damage.

Fantastic Four #125/139/142/147-149+Annual #10194

#293 is the 1st team appearance of The Legion of Super-Pets:
Beppo the Super-Monkey, Comet the Super-Horse (1st), Krypto the
Super-Dog and Streaky the Super-Cat. This is also the 2nd

Adventure Comics #292/293/299 Key 1sts!195

LOT #
appearance of General Zod and the 1st Bizarro Lex Luthor. #292 is
the 1st appearance of Bizarro Lana Lang and Bizarro Lucy Lane.
#299 is the debut of Gold Kryptonite. This permanently strips
Kryptonians of their powers. GD+ to VG- overall.

#125 has a Thanos cover appearance. #127 is the 1st appearance
of Ulton-7. #123 has details about Mantis and Libra's origins. This
issue also features the 1st cameo appearance of Star-Stalker and
the 1st team appearance of the Priests of Pama. #123 is VF, #125
is VF-, #127 is VF+, and the rest are FN+ to VF+ overall.

Avengers #121-123/125-127 Thanos/1st Ultron-7196

4 games. Barney Miller Board Game, Happy Days Board Game,
Mork and Mindy Card Game and The Price is Right game. These
look to be complete or nearly complete and in very nice shape with
little playwear.

Vintage TV Show Board Games/Games Lot197

Lot includes #363,369,371-374 and 376-379. #373 has cover art by
Ed Hannigan featuring Scarecrow. This issue introduces
Scarecrow's skull-shaped, audio fear-inducing device. #373 is FN,
lot is overall FN to VF.

Batman Group of (10) #363-379/Scarecrow198

From the 2002-2003 series by Mattel. New in sealed packages.
Masters of the Universe Teela/Evil-Lyn Figures199

5 different vehicles. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Corgi 1956
Mercedes 300 SC, Corgi Renault Turbo, Brumm Blitzen Benz and
Models of Days Gone Ovaltine Truck. Vehicles are in nice shape
with some packaging shelf wear as pictured. The Corgi Mercedes
is still sealed. The rest are in nice condition as pictured.

Die-Cast Vintage Vehicle Lot w/Packages200

#289 is the 1st appearance of Jax-Ur an evil scientist. #223 is a
late Golden Age issue. #277 have great Krypto covers. GD- to GD+
range, all with spine issues (rolls or splits).

Adventure Comics #223/239/277/289201

10 figures from the Revenge of the Sith series. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars Revenge of the Sith Figure Lot202

Lot includes #197,199, and 201-207 In issue #197, the series was
retitled 'Superboy (starring the) Legion of Super-Heroes'. In issue
#202 ERG-1 becomes Wildfire and this issue features the first
interior art by Mike Grell (interior inks). #1697 is VG-, 3202 is VG+,
and the lot is overall VG to FN.

Superboy/Legion of Super-Heroes #197/199/201-207203

Lot includes #346,347,349-351,353,356,358,360 and 361. #361 is
the 1st cover appearance of Jason Todd and the 2nd appearance
of Harvey Bullock. #360 is the 1st appearance of the Savage Skull.
#353 has cover art featuring the Joker. Also an interesting note to
this issue, Alfred discovers the Joker used the name Harlan Quinn

Batman Group of (10) #346-361204
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LOT #
to purchase real estate. Harley Quinn was introduced ten years
after the publication of this issue. #346 is FN with some foxing, lot
is overall FN to VF.

A big variety of toys and collectibles. Mr. Magoo bobblehead,
Queen Gorgo figure, Pez dispensers, The Hobbit Sting letter
opener and more. You get all pictured.

Modern Era Toys/Ornaments/Pez Dispensers Lot205

4 figures. Celebration IV exclusive concept Luke Skywalker,
Concept Boba Fett, Death Star Trooper and R2-D2. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars 30th Anniversary Figures w/Coins + Exclu206

Both comics were written by Bill Finger #301 has a Sheldon
Moldoff cover and #318 has fantastic Cat-Man/Batwoman/Batman
and Robin cover art by Dick Dillin and Sheldon Moldoff. VG/VG+
condition.

Detective Comics #301 + #318/Cat-Man/Batwoman207

U.S.A.F Air Force Jeep with box and light blue jeep with trailer. The
Air Force Jeep in in very nice shape with some decal and minor
paint wear. The light blue jeep has more visible playwear as
pictured.

Tonka Vintage Pressed Steel Jeep Lot w/Box208

1st appearance of Polka-Dot Man. GD+ with spine damage and a
bottom staple pop at front cover.

Detective Comics #300/1st Polka Dot Man!!209

Included are issues #84,,86,89-93,95,97 and Annuals #2 and 3.
Issue 84 features the final artwork by Jack Kirby published at DC.
#97 was the final issue of the series. Annual #2 is the 1st
appearance of Superwoman, Kristin Wells, a history student from
the 29th century. FN to FN+/VF range.

DC Comics Presents Group of (12) #84-97 + Ann. #2-210

Parts 1,3,5 and 7 of the Avengers/Defenders war. #115 is GD/VG,
#116 is VG, #117 is FN-, and #118 is FN.

Avengers #115-118 Avengers/Defenders War211

6 figures from the Comic series. You get all pictured. New in sealed
packages.

G.I. Joe Comic Series Action Figure Lot212

#21 is the first meeting of the Justice Society of America and the
Justice League of America, the 1st appearance of Dr. Fate and
Hourman in the Silver Age and the first meeting of Green Arrow
and Black Canary. #322 is the second part of Crisis on Earths One
and Two. #21 is VG, #22 is VG-/VG.

Justice League of America #21 + #22/Crisis! 1st JL213

Mickey Mouse News Reel viewer with record, Pinocchio
story/coloring book, push puppet, Donald Duck Projector, Mickey
Mouse Club mouse ears hat, pea dispensers and more. The
newsreel viewer still has a faint light when we put the batteries in.

Disney Vintage Toys/Collectibles Lot214

LOT #
The projector does not appear to work and has some corrosion. the
other items have varied playwear as pictured.

Figure comes new in sealed package with original outer protective
box.

Masters of the Universe Classics Battleground Teel215

10 issues. Appearances by Bizarro, Flash, Batman and the
Outsiders and more. FN to FN+/VF- range,

DC Comics Presents #71-74 + #78-83216

Vintage figure with all of the weapons and accessories pictured.
The figure and accessories are in overall nice shape.

Marx Noble Knight (Gold) Figure w/Accessories217

3 consecutive Silver Age issues. #18 is VG, #14 is VG- with a
non-story page cut out, and #20 is VG- with non-story page out as
well.

Justice League of America #18/19/20218

4 figures from the Annihilus Build-A-Figure series. Ultimate Iron
Man unmasked variant, Banshee, Emma Frost, and X3 Beast. New
in sealed packages.

Marvel Legends Action Figure Lot + Variant219

The Atom joins the JLA in issue #14. This issue also features the
1st appearance of Hector Hammond with mutated head caused by
a radiated meteor. VG-/VG condition.

Justice League of America #14/15/16220

8 vintage Masters of the Universe figures in a vintage collector's
case! Eight figures in all, all complete  (save, perhaps, for caps with
Thunder Punch He-Man). Includes a selection of mini-comics that
came with the original figures. Figures are in overall good condition
with functional action features and light playwear as pictured. Case
is in good condition with minor staining, fraying, and fading on
exterior and some cracks in the figure trays. You get all pictured.

Masters of the Universe Figures & Collector Case221

11 issues. Includes appearances by Metal Men, The Demon, Santa
Claus and more. FN to FN+ overall.

DC Comics Presents #58-67 + #69 + #70222

#12 is the 1st appearance and origin of Dr. Arthur Light. #10 is the
1st appearance of Felix Faust and Epoch, the Lord of Time. #7 is
GD+, #10 is GD+, and #12 is VG-.

Justice League of America #7/10/12 w/Keys223

#69 has an iconic cover by Ron Wilson, Mike Esposito and Gaspar
Saladino. FN- to FN+/VF-.

Iron Man Group of (7) #63-78224

Lot includes #256,257,267-272,274,276,278,279 and 280. #276 is
the 1st modern appearance of Captain Thunder, an alternate
timeline version of Captain Marvel who made very few
appearances. #276 is VG+/FN-, lot is overall GD+/VG- to FN.

Superman Group of (12) #256-280225
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LOT #

#3 is the 1st appearance of Kanjar Ro. Green Arrow joins the
Justice League of America in issue #4.  #4 is in Fair condition, #3
is a Filler copy with missing page.

Justice League of America #3 + #4 Green Arrow Join226

Figure accessories and uniform. Overall good shape with moderate
wear. The figure has been stripped down to provide visual condition
details. The joints are in nice shape for posing. One leg and one
arm have a crack in the plastic as pictured.

Vintage G.I. Joe 12" Action Figure w/Accessories227

#44-46,48,50, and 52-57. #46 is the 1st team appearance of the
Global Guardians in the mainstream DC universe: Bushmaster,
Jack O'Lantern, Little Mermaid, Olympian, Seraph, Rising Sun,
Green Fury, Doctor Mist. #52 is the 1st appearance of Ambush
Bug. #56 is the 1st appearance of Maaldor the Darklord. FN to FN+
range.

DC Comics Presents Group of (10) #44-57228

5 Silver Age issues. #300 is an Anniversary issue. #300 is VG,
other issues are GD+ to VG- overall.

Action Comics #292/295/298/300/303229

Space Bubble with box, 3 figures (Major Matt Mason, Callisto and
Doug Baker) and the Space case. The toys and box have some
playwear. The plastic thrusts on the bottom of the case have some
breakage. The bubble has some scuffing and the figures have
playwear as pictured. The box has some pencil/pen holes in it.

Major Matt Mason Space Ship Case/Bubble/Figures Lo230

Welcome Back Kotter Epstein figure, Smurfs, Cylon Battlestar
Galactica figure (doesn't work), Star Wars weapons and
accessories and more.  You get all pictured. Overall good shape
with varied playwear.

1970s/80s Toys Lot231

Figure comes new in sealed package with original outer protective
box.

Masters of the Universe Classics Queen Grayskull F232

6 Silver Age issues. #270 and 289 have Supergirl covers.  Overall
VG-, #291 is a Filler copy with loose centerfold and spine damage.

Action Comics #270/278/289/290/291233

50 DC Copper Age comics from a variety of series. You get all
pictured. VG to FN overall.

DC Copper Age Comic Lot of (50)234

Batman and Batgirl 8 inch figures and Robin rubber figure. The
joints on the plastic figures are good. Moderate uniform and figure
wear. Included are other costume accessories for other Mego super
heroes as pictured.

Mego Batman/Batgirl/Robin Figures + More235

LOT #

New in sealed packages.
Masters of the Universe Classics Loo-Kee and Kowl236

Vintage game is complete. The runner motor works well. The
condition is overall nice with one of the goal posts being broken,
but still there. Box has moderate shelf wear.

Marx Pro Bowl Live Action Football Game237

#267 is the 3rd appearance of the Legion of Super-Heroes, the first
meeting of the Legion and Supergirl and the first appearances of
Chameleon Boy, Invisible Kid and Colossal Boy. Issue #262
explores the concept that Kryptonians derive their powers from
Earth's yellow sun. #267 is GD+/VG- and #262 is Poor/Fair-.

Action Comics #262 + #267 Keys w/1st Apps/3rd LOSH238

#114 is the 1st cover appearance of Mantis and in this issue, she
joins the Avengers. Swordsman rejoins the Avengers in this issue.
#114 is GD+/VG-, overall VG to FN+ range.

Avengers #103/104/105/106/114 Mantis239

Each copy is sealed. It comes with 5 sets of the 5 cards that came
inserted with the comics (Deadpool, Cable, X-Force team,
Shatterstar and Sunspot and Gideon. These are also all Captain
America negative UPC box variants. VF+/NM condition.

X-Force #1 Lot of (25) All Sealed With Cards240

4 figures in 2 packages. Includes exclusive comic books in each
package! New in sealed packages.

G.I. Joe Comic Pack 25th Anniversary Figure Lot241

2nd appearance of Supergirl. GD-/GD condition.
Action Comics #253/2nd Supergirl!242

8 figures including mail-away Belloq. These come with all
accessories pictured.

1980s Indiana Jones Figure Lot243

2nd full solo issue featuring Aquaman. VG- condition.
Showcase #31 (1961) 2nd Solo Aquaman244

Walmart exclusive! Vehicle and figures set. New in sealed
package.

Star Wars Galactic Heroes Millennium Falcon Set245

Two-Face origin story with Neal Adams cover art. FN+ to VF+
range, some with spine roll.

Batman Annual #14 (x10) Neal Adams/Two-Face246

This lot comes with a bunch of track, the tune-up tower and other
accessories for other sets. The tower was battery tested, but is not
working. You get all pictured.

Hot Wheels Vintage Tune-Up Tower/Track and More247

#17 and #18 are the 1st cameo and full team appearance of the
Wrecking Crew: Bulldozer, Piledriver, Thunderball, Wrecker. #19 is
their 2nd appearance. #17 is VF-, #18 is VF+, and the lot is overall
VF.

Defenders #17/18/19/20 1st Wrecking Crew248
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LOT #

All 3 have great Nick Cardy cover art. #2 is VG, #5 is VG-, and #9
is VG+.

Aquaman #2/5/9249

Included are 5 figures that measure between 4.5 and 5" tall. Tim
Tyler 1944 Sailor figure, 3 of the 4 Hill-Billy Boys Mountain Music
Figures and an unknown soldier. The figures have varied wear. The
army soldier has cracks and possible repair in multiple spots.

1940s Syroco Wood Figure Lot Tim Tyler + More250

Star Trek Ilia, Dr. Kara McCrae from the Black Hole, Wrangler
Missy, General Custer from Gabriel and X-Ray Woman from Fisher
Price Adventure People series. All are new in sealed packages.
Packages have light to moderate shelf wear as pictured.

1970s/80s New in Package Pop Culture Toys Lot251

50 DC Copper Age comics from a variety of series. You get all
pictured. VG to FN+ overall.

DC Copper Age Comic Lot of (50)252

Vintage figure and horse with all of the weapons and accessories
pictured. The figure and accessories are in overall nice shape.

Marx Jane West Figure w/Horse and/Accessories253

In issue #10 Doctor Strange becomes Sorcerer Supreme after the
death of the Ancient One. This issue also features the 1st
appearance of Shuma-Gorath. Issue #12 is the 1st appearance of
Lilia, Queen of the Gypsies. #10 is VG/FN, #4 is VG-, and #12-14
are FN-.

Marvel Premiere #4/10/12/14 Key Doctor Strange254

Premiere issue of the first Aquaman title series. 1st appearance of
Qwsp, a creature from the 5th dimension and ally of Aquaman. VG
condition.

Aquaman #1 (1962)/1st Aquaman Solo Series255

(2) 8 inch scale figures. Overall good shape with good joints for
posing. Moderate playwear as pictured.

Mego Planet of the Apes Action Figure Lot256

Annual #3 features an early Joker appearance. #3 is VG-, #4 is
VG.

Batman Annual #3 + #4 (1962)/Early Joker257

8 vintage Masters of the Universe figures in a vintage collector's
case! Eight figures in all, all complete including the Castle
Grayskull ring with Tri-Clops. All Evil Warriors in service of
Skeletor. Includes a selection of mini-comics that came with the
original figures. Figures are in overall good condition with functional
action features and light playwear as pictured. Case is in good
condition with minor staining, fraying, and fading on exterior and
some cracks in the figure trays. You get all pictured.

Masters of the Universe Figures & Collector Case258

LOT #

Origin of the Batcave. VG condition.
Batman Annual #1 (1961)/Batcave Origin259

A ton of cool stuff in this lot! A Snow White viewer, noise makers,
rubber and plastic figures, travel souvenirs and more. You get all
pictured. Varied wear.

1940s-70s Toys/Collectibles Lot260

4 games. Includes Snake's Alive, Which Witch? Candy Landy and
Raggedy Ann. The games appear to be complete and in nice
shape. The boxes have some varied wear as pictured.

Vintages Kids Themed Board Game/Game Lot261

Toys R Us Interactive Environment with figures. New in sealed
package. The batteries have dies and will need to be replaced to
restore sound function.

The Simpsons Playmates Main Street Playset262

#156 has an iconic cover art by Sheldon Moldoff that pioneered
many covers that followed including Crisis on Infinite Earths #7.
#154 has a Bob KaneIra Schnapp cover with Bill Finger story. #154
is VG, #156 is VG/VG+.

Batman #154 + #156/Iconic Cover!263

This set looks to be complete or nearly complete and in overall
good shape with the original box. This also comes with 4 cars
including the Mako Shark car pictured on the side of the box. This
has been cleaned up a bit, but could use some TLC. The box
appears complete, but has some wear including tears.

Johnny Lightning Vintage 500 Track Set w/Cars264

#8 and 9 are parts2 and 4 of the Avengers/Defenders War. #8 is
VG, #9 is VG+, and the lot is overall VG to FN.

Defenders #8/9/1/4/15/16 Avengers/Defenders War265

#140 is the 1st appearance of Gloria Grant. #139 is the 1st
appearance of Grizzly. #138 is the 1st appearance and origin of
Mindworm. #138 is FN+, #139 is FN, and #140 is FN.

Amazing Spider-Man #138/139/140266

This lot features, cars track and accessories. Overall nice shape.
Untested, but when the powerpack was plugged in, it does hum.
You get all pictured.

Aurora Vintage Model Motoring Slot Cars + Track +267

#148 has Joker cover art by Sheldon Moldoff. #148 is GD+/VG-
with spine damage/roll. #149 is VG-.

Batman #148 + #149/Joker Cover!268

10 different figures. You get all pictured. New in sealed packages.
Star Wars POTF Green Card Figure Lot269

50 DC Copper Age comics from a variety of series. You get all
pictured. VG to FN+ overall.

DC Copper Age Comic Lot of (50)270
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LOT #

#144 is the first time Bat-Girl meets Bat-Mite. VG-/VG condition.
Batman #125 + #144 + 146/Bat-Mite/Bat-Girl271

Azrak-Hamway International 8 inch scale figure. Overall good
shape with solid joints for posing and displaying. Moderate
playwear to costume and paint as pictured.

Frankenstein's Monster AHI 1970s Figure272

Lot includes Batman #85 (1954), Batman #147, Aquaman #4,
Action Comics #228, 245 and Adventure Comics #299. Poor to
VG- range.

DC Golden/Silver Age Lot of (6)273

Space Cannon and Satellite Locker Figure Case. Figure case is in
great shape. The Space Cannon moves but does not light up. The
toy has average playwear. The box has moderate to heavy wear as
pictured.

Major Matt Mason Firebolt Space Cannon + More274

Vintage 8 inch scale figures. These come with Aquaman's gloves
and Cap's shield. Overall good shape. The joints are good for
posing and displaying. Captain America has a tear on the costume
under his left arm.

Mego Aquaman/Captain America Figures275

Figure accessories, catalog and uniform. Overall good shape with
moderate wear. The figure has been stripped down to provide
visual condition details. The joints are in nice shape for posing. The
Mysterious Explosion uniform is missing a glove.

G.I. Joe 12" Vintage Figure w/Uniforms + Accessori276

3 Silver age classics! GD-/GD condition.
Batman #110/111/118277

5 vintage Masters of the Universe figures, most complete with their
weapons. Also includes a smattering of armor pieces and weapons
from other figures and a whole pile of extra minicomics. Figures are
in overall good condition with functional action features and light
playwear as pictured. You get all pictured.

Masters of the Universe All The Rest278

18 primarily Bronze Age DC comics from various series. Also
included are 4 Copper Age Marvel, Harvey and Archie comics as
pictured. GD to VG+/FN condition.

DC Comics Bronze Age Lot of (18) +Bonus279

1st appearance of Hawkman and Hawkgirl in the Silver Age. VG-
condition.

Brave and the Bold #34/1st S/A Hawkman/Hawkgirl280

We Can Be Heroes 7 figure set. New in sealed package.
DC Collectibles Justice League 7 Action Figure Box281

4 Silver Age issues. #80 is the 2nd appearance of Tyrannus.
GD+/VG- to VG overall.

Tales to Astonish #72/80/83/84282

LOT #

4 cars. Includes the Batmobile, James Bond's Aston Martin, Man
From U.N.C.L.E. Oldsmobile Super 88 and a Ghia L6.4.
Descriptions: Batmobile. The saw on the front does not come out
and the antennae is missing.. The Aston Martin features both
figures, but the top does not close all of the way. It does eject, but
the other spring loaded gadgets are only in one position and may
need some work. The Man From U.N.C.L.E. car has a working
clicker that lets the driver and passenger reach out the window to
shoot. The cars have varied playwear as pictured.

Corgi Vintage Die-Cast Lot/Batmobile/James Bond +283

1st appearance of Pebbles. VG/VG+ condition.
The Flintstones #11 (1963) 1st Pebbles284

5 figures and a vintage cup. The four loose figures are in nice
shape. The Lando figure has some paint wear as pictured. The
package Rancor Keeper has a bubble that is firmly attached to the
card, but it has some yellowing and the package has visible shelf
wear with creasing.

Star Wars Vintage Action Figure Lot285

12 coverless comics. Superman #72, Includes Batman #97 (2nd
appearance of Ace the Bat-Hound), Superboy #98 (1st appearance
and origin of Ultra Boy), Justice League of America #13, Detective
Comics #289, 292, 308, Flash #116, Green Lantern #17, Action
Comics #243, Blackhawk #79 and Mystery in Space #76.

DC Golden/Silver Age Lot of (12)286

Figure, uniform and accessories. Overall good shape with
moderate wear. The figure has been stripped down to provide
visual condition details. The figure does speak, although it is fairly
garbled. The leg joints that attach to the waist are somewhat loose
and there is a plastic crack above the right knee.

G.I. Joe 12" Vintage Talking Figure w/Accessories287

Team-up of Superman and Shazam vs Black Adam. NM- condition.
DC Comics Presents #49/Black Adam/Shazam288

1st appearance of Tarantula. 2nd appearance of the Punisher.
VF/VF+ condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #134/2nd Punisher/1st Tarantula289

1st appearance of He-Man and Skeletor in a DC comic. VF
condition.

DC Comics Presents #47/Key Masters of the Universe290

#136 and #137 is the 1st and 2nd appearance of Harry Osborn as
the Green Goblin. #136 is VF, #137 is VF+.

Amazing Spider-Man #136 + #137 Key Green Goblin291

1st partial team appearance and origin of The Eternals and The
Deviants. 1st appearance of Ikaris, Kro, Brother Tode and Margo
Damian. VG+/FN- condition with some moisture damage.

The Eternals #1 (1976)/Jack Kirby292
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LOT #

1st full appearance of Killer Croc and the 2nd cameo appearance
of Jason Todd. NM- condition.

Detective Comics #524/1st Killer Croc293

This lot includes most of the parts to build the Space Station (it is
missing a couple of the clips and some of the smaller parts),
figures, accessories and more. You get all pictured. Varied
playwear.

Major Matt Mason Toy Lot - All the Rest294

#125 is the 2nd appearance and origin of Man-Wolf. #125 is FN,
#126 is FN, and #128 is VF-.

Amazing Spider-Man #125/126/128 Man-Wolf!295

This is one of the last Golden Age Batman  comics published. #103
is considered the first Silver Age issue.  Fair to GD with foxing and
brittleness.

Batman #100/Anniversary Issue (1956)296

14 comics from various series. Highlights include Warlock #1 (VG
condition), Jungle Action #11 (Black Panther, VF condition), Doctor
Strange #30 (FN condition), Defenders #27 (FN+ condition) and
more. Overall VG to FN+.

Marvel Bronze Age Group of (14)297

All 6 figure sets! New in sealed packages.
Star Wars Droid Factory Walmart Exclusive Set298

1st appearance of the Penguin in the Silver Age.
Batman #155/1st Silver Age Penguin!299

Lot includes a bevy of #1 issues, #1 Annuals, premiere issues and
more. You get all pictured. Highlights include: Suicide Squad #1
(FN-), Flash #1 (FN Condition), Batman and the Outsiders #1
(VG+/FN) and Batgirl Special #1 (FN-).

DC Copper Age #1s/First Issues + More Lot w/Keys300

1st appearance of the Punisher and the Jackal. FN+ condition.
Amazing Spider-Man #129/1st Punisher!301
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